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Over the term, the students will be working towards the learning outcomes and concepts outlined below.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
The students will be:

● exploring the meaning of Social Justice from a Catholic
perspective

● comparing the Catholic notion of Social Justice with the
views of others

● investigating different positions on environmental
matters and the effects of personal choices

● integrating new insights about equity and equality by
describing possible implications for local and global
contexts.

ENGLISH
READING & VIEWING
The students will be:

● exploring text processing and text navigating
strategies to locate information within texts

● identifying bias and prejudice within texts and
differentiating between the two

● interpreting texts to explain cause and effect
● comparing a variety of poetry genres and recognising

their intended purpose for an audience.

WRITING
The students will be:

● identifying the structure of information reports and
implementing this into their writing

● investigating language features which are used in
information reports and using these to create and
present literary texts

● exploring the use of plurals when applying them to
change nouns.

SPEAKING & LISTENING
The students will be:

● participating in informal discussions based on ethical
principles, considering the influence of cultural
norms, religion and world views

● planning and presenting a topic to the class,
considering voice control, body language and the use
of multimodal elements.

MATHEMATICS
NUMBER
The students will be:

● comparing fractions with related denominators and
representing them on a number line

● solving addition and subtraction problems involving
fractions with related denominators

● finding simple fractions of given quantities
● adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing by

decimals
● multiplying and dividing decimals by powers of ten
● connecting equivalent fractions, decimals and

percentages
● calculating percentage discounts of 10%, 25% and 50%.

MEASUREMENT
The students will be:

● investigating the Cartesian coordinate system
● exploring the effects of transformations and

tessellations on simple and composite shapes.

STATISTICS & PROBABILITY
The students will be:

● describing probabilities using fractions, decimals and
percentages.

INQUIRY
The students will be exploring the features of biomes and
explaining animal adaptations.

COMPELLING QUESTION: The changing world… at what cost?

UNDERSTANDINGS:
● The Earth is a dynamic and changing system that

impacts on the survival of all living things.
● As citizens of a Global Community we have a

responsibility to respond to the changes on earth.
● Geographical challenges can affect the growth and

survival of living things are affected by the physical
conditions of their environment.

● As critical researchers, we will come to understand
that changes to the Earth can have positive and/ or
negative effects.



PHYSICAL EDUCATION
The students will be refining and expanding their range of skills,
and performing them with increasing precision. They will
develop accuracy and control in more complex movements,
sequences and games. The sports used to achieve this are
football , T-ball and netball
Students will use strategic thinking, communication and
cooperation to improve performance and participation.
They will be required to work in groups, discuss ways to design
or modify a simple activity or game, and consider the objective
of the game, such as the playing conditions, scoring, the rules
and procedures for its safe conduct.
A particular focus will be students’ use of strategic thinking,
communication and cooperation to improve performance and
providing appropriate feedback in order to improve skill
development.

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES
The students will be:

● building a bank of knowledge on aviation and flight
using existing knowledge as well as sourcing new
information from visual media

● brainstorming, planning and testing using the Inquiry
cycle to build a flying aeroplane

● collaborating and sharing roles in teams to complete
activities that build knowledge towards building an
aeroplane

● reflecting on their new knowledge and
understandings throughout the term while creating a
visual diary using technology.

VISUAL ARTS
The students will be looking at artists and artworks who use
living objects as inspiration for their art making. Through the
use of their visual diary, Year Six students will develop and refine
their ideas. They will explore in detail the relationship between
background and foreground and other elements of composition
and apply these when making and responding to artworks.
Students will make links with our inquiry topic of Biology by
exploring the works of Leonardo Da Vinci and Maria Sibylla who
are recognised in the fields of both Art and Science.

PERFORMING ARTS
The students will be preparing their dance choreography for
our upcoming production The Lion King Junior. The students
will explore and learn about how they can dance. They will
share their dance with peers and an audience at the
Clocktower Centre in Moonee Ponds.

LIBRARY
The students will be continuing to build fluency in navigating the
library with independence. They will explore a wider range of
text types and find similarities and differences within each
book, in particular books that have been shortlisted for the
2021 Children's Book Awards. They will explore various
illustrator’s and get the opportunity to discuss the life of an
author and illustrator.

ITALIAN
The students will be revisiting, revising
and extending vocabulary associated
with relationships which exist in La
Famiglia (The family). Students will
have the opportunity to read an
Italian spoken story called La Nonna e
gli Occhiali (Grandma and the
glasses). Students will reflect on
similarities and differences between
their own personal experiences of family to ideas depicted in
Italian print. They will also learn how to modify Italian nouns
by using suffixes and include noun and adjective agreement
in their writing.




